Right to Left Opinions Given for a German Post War Peace

by Jane Bulter '46

The Senate just last week debated and acted upon a motion written by a student in the German class, the author, that we should have a German court. This should be a liberal peace, but it should be firm until this generation has been partitioned and that many after the war? Here are just what these college students are confronting them as the adults confronting us with the answers. "The sophomore class is divided as to whether we can't be soft with them. Kappel in the Economic and Political Classes.

New York Musician Will Give Concert

Thursday, Jan. 18

Miss Yelta Pees will present a harp program this Thursday evening in Palmer auditorium under the auspices of the Union of Russian War Relief. This is the second of the three concerts which will be given by the college through the Music Department. Miss Pees has well known in New York music circles and has made tours throughout the country. She has also heard over the radio.

Two New Instructors To Teach Economic Classes

For the Second Semester

Lettie Booe is the new instructor in Mrs. Chase Goodwood's class next semester. Miss Booe is recently graduated from Harvard and is now working down the continent as a duty partner. She has ridden, september and flown in the South African air force to show his motion pictures of his Africa. When invalided out of the army, he had to make a new world for himself. People at the New College, knowing his film work, suggested he come to show the real South Africa of today. Permission was sought and found, and he arrived here in May on liberty ship.

Mid-Winter Dance Plans Include Activities

For Entire Feb. 17 Weekend

Renee Fuller, Rose Rita Fitzgerald, Evelyn L. First, and Ellen Strohm. The important modern English woman authors will be featured. Her program will be postponed to another time.

Rev. W. H. Melish Will Speak Sunday

Speaking at the vesper service on Sunday, January 21, will be the associate rector of the Church of the Holy Trinity, Brooklyn, where his father has served as rector for forty years. Mr. Melish has come to this parish from a five-year pastorate in Cambridge and England, Mr. Melish has a long interest in international affairs, and especially in Soviet Russia. He is the author of many articles on Russian relations and sociological subjects appearing in The Churchman, The Witness, American Sociology, Diplomacy, and Politics in Soviet Russia Today, New Mexico and The Worker. He has spoken at innumerable public meetings and conventions.

Production Class Acts as Crew

Members of the cast include of Connecticut, members of the Miss Clegg, Miss Davis Peterson as Jane Clegg, Mr. Gill Holland as Ernest Henry Clegg, and Mr. Leo Kirshner as Mr. Morrison. Miss Janet Woodford and Mr. Owen Mahan will play the Clegg children. Jenny and Johnny; and Mr. Arthur Boulton will assume the role of the music. Miss Brower is also director of the play.
/free speech/

The Editors of the "News" do not hold themselves responsible for the opinions expressed in this paper. They do, however, reserve the right to reject any matter for publication. This policy is made official as an organ for the expression of student opinion and as a forum for the discussion of student problems.

To express himself, the student must know the names of the students. And it was he who, by his devotion, began to make it a decent world to live in.

The motion picture is taken from Ernest Hemingway's novel, "A Farewell to Arms." The picture will run for a week.

The picture is dedicated to the memory of the late Mr. B. Beers, whose enthusiasm is a great inspiration to all of us.

O. M. I. (Office of More Information)

by Nancy Schulze '47

A Peaceful Greek?

To a world appliead by Greek civil structures, the notion of a truce between British General Scocke and Greek Premier Plastiras has been ES20\". brought reason to the people of the island and there can be no easier job than to herald

The picture, which is dedicated to the memory of the late Mr. B. Beers, whose enthusiasm is a great inspiration to all of us, will run for a week. Its dedication is a significant gesture in the ongoing struggle for peace.
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CONNETICUT COLLEGE NEWS

Wednesday, January 17, 1945

Dr. A. D. Winspear Has Pipe Dreams of Past

Tells Progress of Architectural Development

By Robert B. Reid

Dr. A. D. Winspear, former professor of art history at the University of Wisconsin, who is now teaching at the Connecticut College School for Adults in Chicago, Dr. Winspear told the students "What the Future of Liberal Education Will Be?."

But all of Dr. Winspear's talk was not mysterious or full of chimeras. Although the theme was "the pipe," he presented it as a useful thing, something that might fill a need in the college community.

"The pipe that I have," he said, "is not just a pastiche of the past, an imitation of the past. It is a pipe that has actual existence in the present."

Dr. Winspear related the story of how he began to smoke and how he continued to do so. He mentioned the different kinds of pipes that are available and how they can be used to improve one's health.

He also spoke about the history of smoking and how it has changed over time. He mentioned the different kinds of tobacco that were used in the past and how they have changed in the present.

He ended his talk by saying that the pipe was a useful tool that can be used to improve one's health and well-being. He also spoke about the different kinds of pipes that are available and how they can be used to improve one's health.

Dr. Winspear's talk was well-received by the students and they asked many questions about the pipe and its uses. The talk ended with a Q&A session, during which students were able to ask questions about the pipe and its uses.
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GYMANGLES
by Nancy Blades '47

Big Week-end at Williamstown

There are big plans up COC's sleeve this week-end in the way of

 halls and gymnasiums. During this time you will all be able to forget the original which you have just undergone. The plans include a trip up to Williamstown where COC will forget about college for three days while the skating party will be out there in the cold, ski""ing up and down near the top. Skiing and skating will be"" the order of the day which will also be on the menu. The lucky trip will return on Sunday.

Opinions

(Continued from Page One)

It is her contention that Germany should be considered as a whole community, that the production of armaments must be done to maintain order. In conclusion, she says, work. The home industries should be allowed her own choice in government, but it should be subordinated to the United Nations; that the United Nations is not primarily a government, but an organization of nations, that the United Nations should be revised, but there should be no attempt at"" a German rebellion and communist sympathy. These should not be combined with the United Nations control nor permitted to interfere with the independent work of the independent countries.

Education a Prime Factor

Two of the five juniors who were asked their ideas did not want to be quoted. One of them said that education is one of the prime factors to be considered. He believes that more students should be enrolled for educational purposes and that the United Nations students should be allowed to participate entirely inside Germany. For this reason he thinks that the United Nations students should be allowed to participate in matters which are of common interest to all nations.

Further Ideas on (Continued from Page One)

Students at other colleges have been showing more interest in Germany than ever before, according to the Summer Session announcement. Requests for application blanks have reached the office from points as far away as Hawaii, Oregon, and New York. A Florida; a large number of trouble is coming from the outside world. New York women's colleges. It is expected that the Summer Session Bulletin will be available for distribution sometime in February.

Summer

(Continued from Page One)

in the attempt to solve a parame""tech, Germany is the one that is most interested. As education tends to become more and more speciality for many faculty members, her"" that a course such as ""Science and Light"" will meet a great need in a liberal arts program.

The badminton tournament has all been matched in the gym beside the rules for the Tournament Starts Friday, February 11, and will return on Sunday. For any additional details about the badminton tournament, see page four.

Radio Project

To Give Forum

On this coming Friday three of CC's fair students will wear their Ukrainian costumes to the meeting. N. C. will also be guests of COC and will be followed by the order of the day which will also be on the menu. The lucky trip will return on Sunday.

Noon Daylight Saving Time

Opinions

(Continued from Page One)

in the attempt to solve a parame- other Danish and Norwegian members in the club. This makes it easier for us all, and Saturday night an informal dance will return on Sunday.

from 8 Sc to $2.00
• Accommodations for parties
up to 90 people

Evelyn Hanson see eye to eye. Lucile Lebowich '45 says the planned recreational activities for seniors Lead War Stamp Drive; Freshmen's Second,

Williamstown, Mass. There, we arrived. The badminton tournament has all been matched in the gym beside the rules for the Tournament Starts Friday, February 11, and will return on Sunday. For any additional details about the badminton tournament, see page four.

Education, she says, will play an in- Varsity flowers from Fisher's will do everything possible to appeal to the United Nations students sent to Germany would have to be carefully selected for their connection with the discipline in which they have been asked to participate in organizing these to participate in organizing these to participate in organizing these to participate in organizing.

The Modern Corsetry

130 State Street

Fishing

104 State Street
Phone 5300

Specializing in Manipuring
Shaping
some
Skin Treatments

Victoria Shoppe

Marvin's

Specializing in Tailoring

1929, to Dublin in Coats and Suits Made to Order

For catalogue and information

THE DEAN

TAYLE UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF NURSING

An intensive and basic experience in the field of nursing is offered through the Dean's course which leads to the degree of Bachelor of Science in Nursing.

MARTER OF NURSING

A Bachelor's degree in arts, sciences, and nursing is a college of approved stand- ing by the American Nurses Association.

For catalogue and information

THE DEAN

TAYLE UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF NURSING

New Haven, Connecticut
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Puffy Pockets Serve as CC's Packed Purses and Portfolio

by Betta Samuels '46

God blew the man who invented pocketbook or a likeness of these pretty pockets during these days, these pockets, for what better way is there to warm those hands that mittens cover than by plunging them into the cavernous recesses of the dapped gaps on either side of the pocket coat. This is taking for granted, of course, that there is a little room left in your pockets after a million and one other objects have been stuffed into them.

The number of things that fill up an ordinary pocket depends on the time that the coat is worn and also on pocket material. If the X's have been put out and at least one little note appeared in your pocket (even a disdainfully adverting memorandum), the pocket immediately becomes the recipient of the glad tidings. Rubbing the nal squash into the post office, the student ripped off the top of the envelope as she reached the door and stuffed it into her pocket. The first page is read on the way.

Wednesday, January 17, 1945
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In conclusion Dr. Winspear said in the future America will be unified, not divided into the prejudiced groups. Also, he stated, we can look forward to an integrated world to serve universal humanity, not one class. In conclusion, he said, we will go forward with confidence, taking what is weighed balanced and correct, as it is of value in our own world, said Dr. Winspear in closing.

A C. C. Girl's Best Friend

A C. C. Girl's Best Friend

Starr Bros., Drug Store

"A Good Rule To Go Buy From"

by the G. M. Williams Company

The Old Fashion Up-to-Date Hardware Store

Corner State and North Broad Street Phone 555

Call for a

Blue Cab

Phone 3000 - 4303

Meet at...

Dante's

For your hair, makeup and ravioli

Birthday Cakes on Request

35 Truman St. Phone 505

Perry & Stone

Watch and Jewelry Repair

State Street

1992

1944

The Union Bank & Trust Co.

New London Building; during the afternoon,

Trust and Commercial Dept.

125 Years of Service

Turner's Flower Shop

Incorporated

27 Main St., New London

Special in....

Corsage

Full Decorations

Flowers Telephone

Skippers' Dock of New London

Anounces the opening of both floors in its New London Building, during the afternoon, for cocktails, Bridge and Buffet Luncheons.

Hors D'Oeuvres served with Coffee or Cocktails

Assorted Canapes-Platter 60c

Cocktails 45c

Desserts 15c to 35c

BUFFET LUNCHEON

The following suggestive menus are for a party of 10 people by appointment—2 to 5 only.

Sample Menu for Parties of 10, Listed Below

Large Groups in Proportion

Dessert and Coffee 8.00

Canapes 5.00

Canapes, Desert and Coffee 9.00

Creamed Chicken, Desert and Coffee 10.00

Southern Fried Chicken, Desert and Coffee 10.00

Fried Scallops, Oysters, Fillet of Sole, Desert and Coffee 10.00

Lobster Newberg, Desert and Coffee 12.50

Lobster Newberg, Desert and Coffee 12.50

Dinner 5 to 9:30—Closed Mondays

13 YEARS AT THE HEAD OF THE CLASS, SERVING GOOD FOOD

SKIPPERS' DOCK

15 Masonic Street

New London Phone 2-2920

January 24 Is Date For Sixth of Bach Recitals

Mr. Arthur Quimby will give his sixth in the series of the organ works of Johann Sebastian Bach in the church's chapel on Wednesday, January 24. His program will include

Prebend and Puglies in C major (from 8 short)

New Your Choral Preludes

Scraps No. 2 in C minor

Prebend and Puglies in G major

By education is necessary to enlighten the southern public and aid in their well being. The speaker concluded by saying that while differences did not exist in the south, they concerned the whole nation. He said the north and south, the black and the white should cooperate to find their solutions.

Dr. Green considered the elimination of the poll tax a class, rather than a racial matter.

Educational Problem

Dr. Green said that the educational problem was definitely connoted with the poverty and racial troubles of the southern states. Dr. Green said, pay a larger personal income tax than any other states, Dr. Green said that in southern states, this amount is insufficient to be a compensation of society, and as a result, the Negroes are poorly educated and lack such small truant aid as class research opportunities. Dr. Green
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Caught on Campus

Just take a look at the library 'one of these days, and it will be perfectly obvious that many of the books in the college have papers due. Disillusioning as the task is, one cannot help but see that when two 54 students take time out for a drink of water, they 'said one and soul to the other. "What are you writing about?" The friend replied she had tackled ghosts in Shakespeare's plays. At that the first declared with a gleam in her eye, "Guess I'll dampen your spirits," and with one shower of water covered the page of our ghost researchist. Result wasn't too serious, though, for it was only the first copy.

The inevitable question, "Well, how do you feel," is still in prom. kinds of cake in her room that "joy" experienced in J. A. and

—WALTER ANGELETTI

Peterson's

One or Connecticut's Best

Imperial Tobacco

247 State Street

Rosemary Chocolates

Candied Dates

Ben Rois and Chocolates

Fruit Cakes

Hard Candles

Capitol

Fri., Jan. 19 thru Jan. 25

Meet Me St. Louis

starting

6:00 PM

The Adventures of Kitty O'Day

HOW COME THE WAVES

WARREN

BARON

NOW PLAYING

Humphrey Bogart

To Have and Have Not

She's You Sweetheart

Coming Wed., Jan. 17th

Bob Hope

The Princess and the Pirate

VICTORY

Phone 5051

Cont. Daily from 1:00 to 11 p.m.

Today thru Thors.

Jan. 16-18

Irish Eyes Are Smiling

Sergeant Mike

Fri. and Sat.

Jan. 19-20

Wing and a Prayer

Pierce of the Plains

Sun. and Mon.

Jan. 21-22

Cross Roads

Maisie Goes to Reno

CONNECTICUT COLLEGE NEWS

Winspear Says Education For Masses a Must

by Patricia McNutt '47

A presentation Tuesday afternoon, a number of us had dinner at Jane Adams with Mr. A. D. Winspear, the speaker on liberal education. Several of the girls asked what appeared to be leading questions and were apparently surprised when the speaker said that Mr. Winspear consented to salvage some of Plato, he means to cause most of the previously isolated ideas of education and start on a new basis.

This, of course, is diametrically opposite to the idea of Huxley and his belief, according to Mr. Winspear, in an integration of the humanities. "We are not, as a consequence, far superior to that of Miss Magnes' intrication. It is interesting to know that his violin is the famous "Weiler" Stradivarius, constructed by the famous violin maker at the age of eighty-nine. Both violins exhibited high technical virtuosity in the third movement. With the opening emphatic and vigorous statement of the theme in Beethoven's Grand Fugue in $flat major, Op. 133, it could be understood why this composition is so admired by the world. And the string orchestra, the best medium for this music, achieved an accumulative vitality of the theme which was captured by the Buchs Little Symphony. Particularly well done was the driving staccato notes of the third movement which contrasted to the quieter theme of the second movement.

Samuel Barber's Serenade for String Orchestra, Op. 1 with a role of equal importance, was beautifully expressed by the string instruments.

The program was the annual Leventritt award given to the New York Philharmonic Orchestra under direction of Artur Rodzinski on December 10, 1944. Therefore it was doubly interesting to watch this young man perform, and his performance left small douts as to his talent and future.
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Palmer Radio Offers Variety of Subjects

The Palmer Radio program must have been presented at 6:15 p.m. Tuesdays and Thursdays and presented at 4:45 p.m. on the same days. The station will be the same, WNLC, 1490 on your radio dial. This change is effective as of January 18.

Concert
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pallnent. The first movement was based upon the interweaving of the theme, the violin, each having a role of equal importance. The second movement with broad melody and sustained mood was typical of a second movement. Here it was obvious that the ton of Mr. Beuller's violin virtuosity in the third movement.

With the opening emphatic and vigorous statement of the theme in Beethoven's Grand Fugue in $flat major, Op. 133, it could be understood why this composition is so admired by the world. And the string orchestra, the best medium for this music, achieved an accumulative vitality of the theme which was captured by the Buchs Little Symphony. Particularly well done was the driving staccato notes of the third movement which contrasted to the quieter theme of the second movement.

Samuel Barber's Serenade for String Orchestra, Op. 1 with a role of equal importance, was beautifully expressed by the string instruments.

The program was the annual Leventritt award given to the New York Philharmonic Orchestra under direction of Artur Rodzinski on December 10, 1944. Therefore it was doubly interesting to watch this young man perform, and his performance left small douts as to his talent and future.
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